There are plenty of "stereos" on the market, but only a Scott component stereo music system gives you the true Scott sound. Here, in one neat package, is a best-selling Scott stereo receiver and a professional automatic turntable with magnetic cartridge and diamond stylus. Flanked by a pair of Scott Controlled Impedance speakers, this complete system turns out the kind of sound that's made Scott the byword among audio professionals. You get separate Bass, Treble, and Volume controls for each channel, plus an accurate tuning meter, and connections for microphone, guitar, earphones, extra speakers, tape recorder, and tape cartridge player. Scott makes a whole range of compact stereo music systems, in AM/FM, FM stereo, or phono models. Prices run from $249.95 to $469.95. See them all at your Scott dealer. (Model 2504, FM stereo system shown.)